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Introduction

• Directors have certain duties of care with regard to 
corporate compliance.

• FCPA enforcement remains very active, and compliance 
expectations have steadily risen over the past decade.

• Foreign anti-corruption enforcement has also increased.

• Sarbanes-Oxley and Dodd Frank similarly create additional 
expectations and obligations for Board oversight.

• To exercise their duty of care and evaluate a company’s 
compliance program, directors must be educated and/or 
educate themselves on these rules and best practices.
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Potential for Liability 

• In recent years, U.S. authorities have charged an 
increasing number of senior executives for FCPA-related 
misconduct, including: 
 Two former board members from Siemens AG

 A former board member of companies involved in Haiti Teleco

 The owners of J&F Investimentos, S.A. and JBS, S.A.

 Nearly fifty CEOs, Chairmen, principals and/or owners of 
various public and private companies, including among 
others: KBR; Noble Corp.; Bizjet; PetroTiger; Nature’s 
Sunshine; Schnitzer Steel; Control Components Inc.; Magyar 
Telekom; Latin Node; Pacific Consolidated Industries; Syncor 
International; American Banknote Corp.; and Herbalife
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Control Person Liability

• Under the FCPA, executives can be liable as “control 
persons” for the illegal acts of their subordinates: 
 Nature’s Sunshine

CEO and former-CEO charged with control person liability 
for failure to supervise (should have detected red flags) 
despite having no direct knowledge of bribes

 Noble Drilling

Charges against former CEO, Controller/Internal Audit 
Director, and Director of foreign subsidiary included 
knowingly circumventing or failing to implement a system 
of internal controls
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Role of the Board: Duty of Care

• In re Caremark International, 698 A.2d 959, (Del. Ch. 
1996). 

 Settlement of shareholder derivative action, following 
health care fraud enforcement actions

 Board members “personally responsible” for ensuring 
effective compliance program

 Refined in later case law, still the landmark case that 
shifted balance of responsibility toward Board for 
compliance, previously solely the domain of the CEO
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Role of the Board: Duty to Implement

• Marchand v. Barnhill, 212 A.3d 805 (Del. 2019).

 Reversed dismissal of a stockholder derivative suit 
seeking damages pursuant to a Caremark claim

 Directors have an obligation to make “good faith” efforts 
to implement and monitor a risk oversight system

 The Supreme Court stated: “the fact that Blue Bell 
nominally complied with FDA regulations does not imply 
that the board implemented a system to monitor food 
safety at the board level.” (emphasis in original)
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Role of the Board: Duty to Act Appropriately

• In re Clovis Oncology, Inc. Derivative Litigation, No. 
CV2017-0222-JRS Del Ch LEXIS (293 (Ch Oct 1, 
2019)).

 Denied motion to dismiss a Caremark oversight claim

 Despite oversight system, management’s reporting was 
alleged to be misleading and inaccurate and the board 
was found to have “consciously ignored red flags that 
revealed a mission critical failure to comply with 
reporting and regulatory requirements.”
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Effective Compliance:  Role of the Board

• U.S. Federal Sentencing Guidelines Manual, Chap.8:

“The organization’s governing authority shall be 
knowledgeable about the content and operation of the 
compliance and ethics program and shall exercise 
reasonable oversight with respect to the 
implementation and effectiveness of the compliance 
and ethics program.” 

Guidelines § 8B2.1(b)(2)(A). 
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Effective Compliance:  Sentencing Guidelines

• Establish standards and procedures to prevent and detect criminal 
conduct

• Ensure Company’s governing authority is knowledgeable about the 
compliance and ethics program and exercises reasonable oversight of 
the program

• Make reasonable efforts to exclude persons conducting illegal activities

• Communicate periodically about the program and conduct training on 
the program

• Monitor program to ensure it is followed

• Promote the program and enforce it consistently throughout the 
Company

• Respond appropriately to criminal conduct when detected
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• How has senior leadership encouraged or discouraged the conduct at 
issue?  In that regard, how does the board monitor the behavior of its 
senior leadership?

• What has the board done to ensure sufficient compliance expertise is 
available to the board?

• Does the board of directors, or committees on the board, encourage 
and enable direct reporting lines from compliance and relevant control 
functions?

• What is the frequency that compliance and control functions would 
meet with the board or a subset of the board? Is senior management 
present at those meetings?

• What resources has the board ensured are available to support the 
company’s compliance and audit functions?

Effective Compliance: Factors Considered by 
DOJ During Investigations
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Effective Compliance: Factors Considered by 
DOJ During Investigations (Cont.)

• Has the board ensured that an investigation has been properly 
conducted by qualified personnel who are independent and objective?

• What has been the board’s involvement with the company’s response 
to compliance misconduct?

• What has been the board’s involvement to ensure that individuals are 
not incentivized to engage in non-compliant or unethical behavior?

• What types of audits are available to the board?  What is the board’s 
response to audit to ensure continuous improvement?
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Effective Compliance: Program Basics

• Establish standards and procedures to prevent and 
detect criminal conduct
 Sarbanes-Oxley requires Code of Conduct applicable to 

Board members

 Ensure program is tailored to a company’s risk profile

 Board should see the written program, discuss with 
management and CCO
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Effective Compliance: Program Basics

• The Department of Justice asks three fundamental 
questions when evaluating compliance programs: 

 Is the corporation’s compliance program well designed?

 Is the program being applied earnestly and in good 
faith? In other words, is the program adequately 
resourced and empowered to function effectively?

 Does the corporation’s compliance program work in 
practice?
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Effective Compliance: Program Basics

Compliance programs should be “‘designed to detect the 
particular types of misconduct most likely to occur in a 
particular corporation’s line of business’ and ‘complex 
regulatory environment[].’”

Justice Manual 9-28.000
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Effective Compliance: Program Basics

• Regularly evaluate Company’s FCPA risk profile to 
determine if changes to the compliance program 
are necessary

 What does the Company produce and sell?

 Where does the Company operate?

 To whom does Company sell?

 How does Company sell?
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Effective Compliance:  Tone and Conduct at the 
Top

• Must establish culture of compliance 

• Promote the program and enforce it consistently 
throughout the Company

• Walk the talk
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Effective Compliance:  Tone and Conduct at the 
Top

• Frequent, explicit questions from Board to management 
regarding ethics and compliance

 Put management through their paces

 If it’s not on the Board calendar, request it be added

 Question management’s efforts to communicate tone at 
top, middle

• Board support for ethics and compliance should be visible 
to all employees

 Reference in ethics and compliance communications

 Reference in investigation documentation
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The organization “shall take reasonable steps to 
communicate periodically . . . its standards and 
procedures . . . to [the governing authority] by 
conducting effective training programs and otherwise 
disseminating information appropriate to such 
individuals’ respective roles and responsibilities.”  

Guidelines § 8B2.1(b)(2)(A).  

Effective Compliance: Continuing Education
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Effective Compliance: Continuing Education

• Is the Board equipped to evaluate what it hears from 
management? 

 FCPA training should be on the Board calendar 

 Whether in-house or outside FCPA counsel conducts 
these training sessions will vary 

 The Board should be conversant in:
 the company’s FCPA risk profile

current anti-corruption enforcement trends 

compliance best practices

program components, staffing, and budgets
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Effective Compliance: Access to the Board

The Chief Compliance Officer “should, no less than 
annually, give the governing authority or an appropriate 
subgroup thereof information on the implementation and 
effectiveness” of the program.  

Guidelines §8B2.1, Commentary, Application Note 3. 
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Effective Compliance:  Access to the Board

• Add it to the Board calendar

• Tailor time allotted and level of detail to level of risk

 Key program components

 Program metrics (e.g., training completion, hotline calls)

 Status of planned program enhancements

 Relevant audit/investigation findings and status of 
response

 Whistleblower reports and response

 Publicly available enforcement updates
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Effective Compliance: Periodic Testing

Companies should periodically test the effectiveness 
of their ethics and compliance program.  

Guidelines §8B2.1(b)(5)(B) 
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Effective Compliance: Periodic Testing

• Testing is itself a differentiator

• Many different ways to test

 Analyze metrics captured in program operation

 Data analytics

 Town hall meetings

 Mini-assessments/compliance reviews

 Leverage internal audit/compliance audit (more frequent)

 Engage outside experts (less frequent)

• Board can drive this program element
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Effective Compliance: Reporting Mechanisms

An effective program must “have and publicize a 
system . . . whereby the organization’s employees 
and agents may report or seek guidance regarding 
potential or actual criminal conduct without fear of 
retaliation.”  

Guidelines §8B2.1(b)(5)(C). 
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Effective Compliance: Reporting Mechanisms

Dodd-Frank presents an opportunity for the Board to 
engage management on the subject of the reporting 
mechanisms in place.  
 What are they?  

 How often are they used?  

 What kinds of issues are being reported?  Where? By 
whom?

 What is the process for responding to concerns?  

 How is the process documented?  

 Is the process working, or does it need improvement?
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Effective Compliance: Responding to Issues

• How does the Board exercise oversight when an issue 
arises?
 How does the Board ensure management properly pursues an 

FCPA investigation?

 How to manage diverging management and Board/Audit Committee 
views on how to proceed during an FCPA investigation?

 What is the outside auditor’s role during an investigation?  

 What does the Company tell outside auditors and when? 

 Understand the factors that can lead to soaring costs in an 
investigation.
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Effective Compliance:  Responding to Issues

Review when to hire outside counsel:

 Decide if Company should get outside counsel only in 
the event of a crisis (investigation, conflict between 
Management and Board) or for normal business on a 
regular basis

 If outside counsel retained only for investigations, decide 
whether they are hired only for outside investigations 
(involving the Government) or also for internal 
investigations

 If the Audit Committee, the Board, and Company share 
same legal counsel, determine how and to whom 
counsel reports
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Effective Compliance:  Responding to Issues

• Involvement of the Board in determining whether to self-
disclose potential anti-corruption violations
 How soon should a suspected FCPA violation be reported to the 

Board?

 To whom should issues be reported?

 What issues should be reported?

 What criteria should apply to the reporting decision?

 How often should issues be reported?

 Benefit vs. risk of self-reporting, given the circumstances?
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Effective Compliance:  Best Practices

• Board needs to do four things in FCPA compliance:

 Understand the company’s FCPA risk profile

 Understand FCPA compliance best practices

 Understand the company’s FCPA program

 Question and test whether the company’s program is 
properly tailored to the risk profile, and is maintained 
consistent with best practices
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Questions?

Kathryn Cameron Atkinson

katkinson@milchev.com 

Jay G. Martin

jmartin@willkie.com


